
83. (Newfy The osteoimplant of Claim 82 wherein the elongate bone-derived

particles are selected from the group consisting of nondemineralized bone particles,

demineralized boneroarticles and mixtures thereof.

84. (New) Theyosteoimplant of Claim 77 further comprising a biocompatible

component selected from the group consisting of biocompatible fluid carrier, filler, fiber,

mesh, substance providing radiopacity, plasticizer, biostatic/biocidal agent, surface active

agent and bioactive substance.

REMARKS

This amendment responds to the Advisory Action mailed August 16, 2002 and

further responds to the final Office Action mailed June 13, 2002. Claims 1-13 and 33-35

have been deleted and new Claims 41-84 have been added. The specification of the

application has also been amended to include material from U.S. Application Serial No.

09/21 1,310, filed December 14, 1998, the contents of which were incorporated by

reference into this application (see page 27 of the specification).

Claim 41, one of three independent claims in the newly added claims, is directed

to an osteoimplant in the form of a flexible sheet comprising a coherent mass of elongate

bone-derived particles possessing a void volume of not greater than about 32%. The

second independent claim, Claim 70, is directed to an osteoimplant in the form of a

flexible sheet comprising a coherent mass of elongate bone-derived particles, the sheet

having a thickness of from about 50 to about 2000 microns. Claim 77, the third



independent claim presented herein, is directed to an osteoimplant comprising a coherent

mass of elongate bone-derived particles and a binder, said mass possessing a void volume

of not greater than about 32%.

In the final Office Action dated June 13, 2002, the Examiner cited Chen et al.

U.S. Patent No. 5,707,962 ("Chen et al.") as anticipating previously pending Claims 1, 3-

7, 10-13 and 33-35 under 35 U.S.C. §102(b) and as rendering obvious previously pending

Claims 2, 8 and 9 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a).

In their response to the aforesaid Office Action (paper 1 1 submitted on July 30,

2002), applicants pointed out that Chen et al. contains no express or inherent disclosure

of (1) elongate bone particles or (2) a void volume of not greater than about 32%, and

thus neither anticipated nor rendered obvious the invention of the previously pending

claims. In response, the Examiner issued an Advisory Action asserting that (1) Chen et

al. discloses elongate particles because its particles "will not be perfect spheres even after

processing" and that (2) Chen et al. discloses "a semi-porous structure which can be

construed to have a lowered [sic] void volume than one that is porous, such that 'semi'

can be 'about' 32%".

As with the previously pending claims, new Claims 41-84 are similarly directed to

osteoimplants comprising elongate bone-derived particles, and in the case of most of the

new claims (specifically, Claims 41-69 and 77-84), with the osteoimplants possessing a

void volume not greater than about 32%. It is respectfully submitted that the Examiner is
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manifestly in error in asserting that the Chen et al. osteogenic composition contains

elongate bone-derived particles and possesses a void volume not greater than about 32%.

The Examiner's comment in the Advisory Action that Chen et al.'s particles may

be elongate because they are not all "perfect spheres" implies that anything other than a

perfect sphere is an elongated particle. In this view of the matter, such common

substances as ordinary table salt, granulated sugar, ground pepper, ground coffee, flour,

etc., none of which are made up of "perfect spheres", could be considered "elongated

particles". It is highly doubtful that anyone familiar with these and similar particulate

materials would consider any of them to be elongated particles. The Examiner's view to

the contrary is manifestly an unreasonable one. Indeed, the Examiner's understanding of

what is embraced by the term "elongate" is wholly contrary to the dictionary definition of

the term (see the entry for "elongate" in Webster's Third New International Dictionary,

1986, p. 737, a copy ofwhich is attached hereto, which defines this term as "having a

form notably long in comparison to its width"). Against an unreasonable construction of

a claim term, the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences in Ex parte Crissy et al., 201

U.S.P.Q. 689, 693 (Bd. Pat. App. and Int., 1976) has relied on a dictionary definition to

ascertain the correct and intended meaning of a term. At issue in that case was the

proper interpretation of "reciprocative". The Examiner had considered the oscillation of a

member about a fixed axis not to be within the definition; the Board of Patent Appeals

and Interferences disagreed, noting that the dictionary definition of reciprocate was "to

move forward and backward alternatively" which encompassed oscillation. Courts, too,

regularly rely on dictionary definitions to construe the ordinary meaning of terms recited
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in patent claims. See e.g., Cybor Corp. v. FAS Technologies, Inc., 138 F.3d 1448, 1459,

46 U.S.P.Q.2d 1169, 1177 (Fed. Cir. 1998); Sage Products, Inc. v. Devon Indus., Inc.,

126F.3d 1420, 1430-1431, 44 U.S.P.Q.2d 1103, 1113 (Fed. Cir. 1997); American

Permahedge, Inc. v. Barcana, Inc., 105 F.3d 1441, 1444, 41 U.S.P.Q.2d 1614, 1616 (Fed.

Cir. 1997); Cole v. Kimberly-Clark Corp., 102 F.3d 524, 531, 41 U.S.P.Q.2d 1001, 1006

(Fed. Cir. 1996).

Furthermore, the application goes into considerable detail in describing specific

embodiments of elongate bone particles. Thus, for example, as set forth in applicants'

specification, "elongate" bone particles possess relatively high median length to median

thickness ratios. The specification notes that applicants' elongate bone particles possess a

median length of from about 2 to about 200 mm or more and preferably from about 10 to

about 100 mm, a median thickness of from about 0.05 to about 2 mm and preferably from

about 0.2 to about 1 mm, and a median width of from about 1 mm to about 20 mm and

preferably from about 2 to about 5 mm. The elongate bone particles thus can possess a

median length to median thickness ratio of at least about 50:1 up to about 500:1 or more,

preferably from about 50:1 to about 100:1, and a median length to median width ratio of

from about 10:1 to about 200:1 and preferably from about 50:1 to about 100:1. Federal

Circuit precedent clearly requires that claims are not to be interpreted in a vacuum, but

are read, interpreted and understood in view of the specification of which they are a part.

See C.R. Bard Inc. v. M3 Systems Inc., 157 F.3d 1340, 1350, 48 U.S.P.Q. 1225, 1230

(Fed Cir. 1998) (citing Slimfold Mfg. Co. v. Kinkead Indus. Inc., 810 F.2d 1 1 13, 1 1 16, 1

U.S.P.Q. 2d 1563, 1566 (Federal Cir. 1987).
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It is the elongate nature of applicants' bone-derived particles which allows them

to form a coherent mass. The coherent mass can be formed by mechanical adherence of

the elongate bone-derived particles (as recited in new Claims 55 and 79), specifically by

entanglement with each other (as recited in new Claims 56 and 80).

Contrary to the Examiner's position, nothing is said in Chen et al. regarding the

shape of the demineralized bone "particles". The Chen et al. examples illustrate a

product produced from collagen and demineralized bone particles (Examples 1 and 2),

where a thick slurry of the combined materials is blended in a Waring Blender. Thus,

even if elongate demineralized bone particles were originally present in the slurry (Chen

et al. is completely silent on this point), they would have been broken up or chopped into

particles possessing roughly the same dimensions of length, width and thickness, i.e.,

non-elongate particles, before the final product (a sponge) was formed. Clearly, the

particles of Chen et al. would not possess a form "notably long in comparison to its

width" as authoritatively defined in the attached dictionary entry.
1

Thus, Chen et al. fails to anticipate or render obvious the subject matter ofnew

Claims 41-84 all ofwhich require elongate bone-derived particles.

With respect to the Examiner's assertion in the Advisory Action that Chen et al.'s

disclosure of a semi-porous structure can be construed to have a lower void volume than

one that is porous, such that "semi" can be "about" 32%, the Examiner's position ignores

1 Not only is Chen et al. silent about the size and shape of its particles, it refers to Jefferies U.S.

Patent Nos. 4,394,370 and 4,472,840, each of which disclose in Example 1 bone particles of less than 75

millimicrons.
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the fact that there is no disclosure in Chen et al., express or inherent, limiting the void

volume to not greater than about 32%.

In the claims of the subject application, the recitation of less than about 32% pore

volume relates directly to the improved properties of the osteoimplant and is a critical

limitation thereof. Thus, in table 5 of the application, an implant prepared in accordance

with the prior art (and containing a void volume considerably in excess of applicants'

claimed maximum) had a much increased tendency to at least partially return to its

original bent configuration than an implant prepared in accordance with the claimed

invention. Applicants' implant for the most part exhibited no such tendency, or

"memory". The advantage of a flexible membrane which exhibits little if any memory is

that it will tend to remain conformed to the shape of the site where it is implanted, a

desirable characteristic for many kinds of orthopedic surgical procedures.

For the Examiner's position to have any merit, Chen et al. would have to

inherently disclose a void volume necessarily not greater than about 32 %. The doctrine

of inherency holds that a property is necessarily present, given the nature of the

disclosure, and is therefore disclosed even though the reference makes no express

mention of the property. "If the prior art reference does not expressly set forth a

particular element of the claim, that reference still may anticipate if that element is

'inherent' in its disclosure. To establish inherency, the extrinsic evidence must make

clear that the missing descriptive matter is necessarily present in the thing described in

the reference, and that it would be so recognized by persons of ordinary skill." In re

Robertson, 169 F.3d 743, 745, 49 U.S.P.Q.2d 1949, 1950-51 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (quoting
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Continental Can Co. v. Monsanto Co., 948 F.2d 1264, 1268, 20 U.S.P.Q.2d 1746, 1749

(Fed. Cir. 1991). Inherency is not, however, "established by probabilities or possibilities.

The mere fact that a certain thing may result from a given set of circumstances is not

sufficient." Continental Can, 948 F.2d at 1269, 20 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1749 (quoting In re

Oelrich, 666 F.2d 578, 581, 212 U.S.P.Q. 323, 326 (C.C.P.A. 1981). As is clear from

the above authoritative pronouncements of the Federal Circuit and its predecessor court,

the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals, there is no such thing as inherency "to some

extent". Either the "not greater than about 32 %" void volume limitation of the claims is

inherently disclosed in Chen et al. or it is not disclosed at all.

In the final Office Action the Examiner placed the burden on applicants to

demonstrate that Chen et al.'s osteogenic composition does not possess a void volume of

less than 32%. This attempt to shift the burden to applicants is wholly inappropriate and

contrary to Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences precedent, as the Examiner has

provided no reasonable support for his determination that a void volume necessarily not

greater than about 32 % is present in the porous or semi-porous matrix which is the

primary component of Chen et al.'s osteogenic composition.

In Ex parte Levy, 17 U.S.P.Q.2d 1461 (Bd. Pat. App. & Inter. 1990), the

applicant's invention was directed to a biaxially oriented, flexible dilation catheter

balloon. The Examiner, in rejecting the claims, applied a U.S. patent to Schjeldahl which

disclosed injection molding a tubular preform and then injecting air into the preform to

expand it against a mold. While the reference did not directly state that the end product

balloon was biaxially oriented, it did disclose that the balloon was "formed from a thin
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flexible inelastic, high tensile strength, biaxially oriented synthetic plastic material." Id.

at 1462 (emphasis in original). Using this disclosure, the Examiner argued that

Schjeldahl's balloon was inherently biaxially oriented and that since the Patent and

Trademark Office lacked the necessary laboratory equipment for testing, the burden

shifted to the applicant to demonstrate Schjeldahl's balloon was not biaxially oriented.

The Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences rejected this argument as follows: "the

initial burden of establishing aprimafacie basis to deny patentability to a claimed

invention rests upon the examiner. In relying upon the theory of inherency, the examiner

must provide a basis in fact and/or technical reasoning to reasonably support the

determination that the allegedly inherent characteristic necessarily flows from the

teachings of the applied prior art." Id. at 1463-1464 (emphasis in original) (citations

omitted). The Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences concluded the Examiner had

not discharged his initial burden and reversed the rejection because the Examiner did not

provide objective evidence or cogent technical reasoning to support the conclusion of

inherency.

The Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences reached a similar conclusion in Ex

parte Skinner, 2 U.S.P.Q.2d 1788 (Bd. Pat. App. & Inter. 1986). In Skinner, the

applicant's invention was directed to a mold used to produce plastic articles. The

Examiner rejected the claims over a reference to Mizutani, which was directed to a mold

used for manufacturing contact lenses, asserting that Mizutani "may inherently have the

characteristics of the claimed mold." Id. at 1789 (emphasis in original). While

recognizing that authority existed for an examiner to require an applicant to prove subject
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matter in the prior art lacked a purportedly inherent critical functional limitation, the

Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences held there was insufficient reason to place

such a burden on the applicant, noting that "before an applicant can be put to this

burdensome task, the examiner must provide some evidence or scientific reasoning to

establish the reasonableness of the examiner's belief that the functional limitation is an

inherent characteristic of the prior art." Id,

In asserting that Chen et al.'s disclosure of a semi-porous structure can be

construed to have a lowered void volume than one that is porous, such that "semi" can be

"about" 32%, the Examiner has done no more than present a conclusory allegation

regarding a mere possibility. The proper focus is not what "can be" disclosed by Chen et

al. but what is, in fact, reasonably disclosed. Nowhere does Chen et al. disclose a void

volume necessarily less than about 32%; to the contrary, Chen et al. refer to its product as

a "sponge" which is believed to indicate a highly porous material. This is in direct

contrast to applicants' osteoimplant which, as Comparative Example 1 demonstrates, has

a void volume not greater than about 32 %. If the Examiner persists in his view that a

void volume not greater than 32% is inherent in the Chen et al. description, the Examiner

is respectfully requested to specifically identify some evidence or scientific reasoning

which supports the Examiner's assertion that a void volume not greater than about 32 %

is necessarily present in Chen et al.
!

s sponge.

For the reasons noted above, Chen et al. neither anticipates nor renders obvious

the limitation in independent Claims 41 and 77 that the osteoimplant possess a void

volume of not greater than about 32%.
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Finally, with respect to the limitation in independent Claim 70 that the

osteoimplant comprise a flexible sheet having a thickness of from about 50 to about 2000

microns, Chen et al.'s sponge in no way anticipates or renders obvious applicants'

flexible sheets and their thicknesses.

Accordingly, applicants submit that Chen et al. neither anticipates nor renders

obvious newly submitted Claims 41-84. Favorable action on the merits of Claims 41-84

presented herein is requested.

Peter G. Dilworth

Reg. No. 26,450

Attorney for Applicants

DILWORTH & BARRESE, LLP

333 Earle Ovington Blvd.

Uniondale, NY 11553

(516) 228-8484 (tel)

(516) 228-8516 (fax)

PGD/MRB:mg
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away from one's husband with a lover i oj an unmarriedSS run away from one's home with the unannounced

E£3»'n oigetting" ™tW<&
t *^^J« l^

cousin and they were married in the next state) C\
o)' *wfl

persons of apposite sex : to go away secretly wtih the imen on

SSngor establishing a more or less permanent relation

of cohabitition <hcr mother wanted a big wedding but the

?oung people decided to ~). 2 : to run or sl.p_»*?y (as from

a mental institution or training school : escape. FLp <he

ttoped from his creditors) - elope-ment Vpmant\ n -s

SS'U'GS^ AV(U ff! Gk
CK elnp*. a fhh; pcrK akin

t^Ck /Srwalc - morc ol urm '] X irf Otops of Olopsoa

obs
*
a Srine animal wmc.ime, Memihed

I

.1
1

«hemm
also : sea SERre^fT 2 cap [NL. fr. L] . a genus one type

of the family Elopidae) of fishes of the order Isospondvli

thai[ aref rdated to the tarpons and contain the ten-poun<fer

Ol^fnonCO \*elakwan(t)s mmtttmti -KHc- or .|ik-\ n « IMC
fr Mr. fr. L eloquentio. it. eloquent; etoquens + -to -y

]

fa "discourse maTked by force and Pe«u?s,veness sugge*lint

strong feeling or deep sincerity: esp 1 discourse marked by

apt and fluent diction and imaginative rervot <^P%l7°i
western nations is ~ in meter -George Saniayana) h. the

ar? or power of using such discourse {Plato's r an
i,
m"*

fervor -G.R-Morrow) 2 : forceful or persuasive

elpressiveness <he convinces himself by the sheer- o his own

voice -HJ.Laski) <the ~ of the photographs —Tunts Lit.

fr pres. part, of rloqut to speak out. fr. + toc»l » "Pf
3 * 1

1 at skiUed easy pleasing «ommun«anon of a thought

idea, or feeling usu. fn a fluent, moving ^ £cefu»

manner (but he was no Emerson, of the grave ~ voice, » e

noble^res^nce -H.S.Canbrt . 2 : clearly and »«^ly«:
dicative of some feeling, condition, or character <ihat pai^
pressure on his hand was~ to him how warmly he was beloved

-George Meredith) <a uemulous little man •n«'«™ita black

broadcloth, - of continued depression in some village retail

trade—A f Ouiller-Couch) syn see expressive^ vocal

ei'^rjuem-ly'ad* tME. fr. e^««l + -/y] : with eloquence

•i^aSaSSrSTih. ot»Uty or state of being eloquent

e oX.ri.am\^U-thirZam\ [Nl, irreg. ™ m*"h
+ N L -therlum - more at kelooes]^syn of evttlodon

eio.U.110 \^l3*lZ(,)(y)5\ » ,;S (MexSp. dim. of ehte ear of

ereen corn fr. Nahuat *(or/] : souawroot 1

•fr^ \eroa( )so\ KmW E&P [fr. £f P«o. Tex«il :
of

or^m ine
P
city ol El Paso. Texas : of the kind or style prev-

o?»*n CB.-»*a«\ -
-J V«'^ T"" + P'

1 *. « i wll vc »r rr»l.lr.iit uf '
f.\""

,

g^"'« n^n^'Viririffii" 3 : the art of oratorical or

expressive public speaking ,.iatina to. or^^^^ ft ^S^diuvery

aqU?™hcrbs^
and So. America and that have 'eafy «ems and small dioecious

or polygamous (lowers anting from a 2-cteft »Pa 'n«

waterweed 2 -I I any plant of the genus JEforfVo

eloge \riozh. tlodihV™.> •toI;«>-»V^tam l
e5KkJ)*

eloglos o/» elOglums tin sense 1. fr. L efog/um:

V frT ML ttoi/SS] 1 oi' : inscription esp. on a MjmtoW";

2 archaic % if charactertxatlon or bfogr.phfcal sketch esp. in

praise 3 obt 1 a 'u
.
n*rBl ,?" ,to

?,_ tt- „. v m rHeb UShlm.

gid TiKeStil Testament W«J|« jSSJft
b designated in the Hebrew text by *te

f"^^7cjA?„tE
pf. iiji# enp : local or minor divinities of the ancient Canaaniics

and Hebrews .

el.o.hlm.lc VeroihlmikV.or// cap : n^Mrmc *
, ,

ClO-htsm Velo,hi<am, -10,-: c'lo,-. a'-V
,

«
i
"P • tnc re,,*u

«|.o.htfl.tlc\ ;e(6'.hiitik^ orfA e«
? 1 "reel

characicriiile of one of ihe supposed ancle"* b,bl,
f" ^^hr-w

iHtoMstlc document) 2 : characterized by use "> "«re
*J

of the word ItBMm rather than yakweh as 4aAv»U™ °\

Kr/fo^k«^
1 ««*ofe : to talke (oneselO far away 2 f»«A<»/e a :

'^convey

to a distance or beyond a legal jurisdiction b .
conceal

<— coodi Uabltt to di»trc«> . . «luhle
Eton

B
Ve.lIn, »'*\ -i^Jf 1 whU" ^

powder used as a photographic developer

(the British etongatbi* their defense prW"« -£e««»«fig

« W : to grow in length : lenothen - used esp. of plants^ana

their parts (rapidly elongating internodes) syn www
»0longat0 V\ orf/[LL ehngatus. past part.) : stretched out

*. n iwlivc »r rr» .lr.iit ot ,''«". '
,. ,. ».^t

i-isa ^rAic^t^or'^^n ssiiiiJ;^
o7.dlta Velpa dTt\ n -J tSw elpidlt. It. Ck flptd-. etpls hope

*+PSw 2 ite; fr the expectatiorTof finding otRer mmerats in

th* same locality — monTat voluptuous] : a mineral Na»-

ZrSUarimO consisting of a hydr.ted sod.um zirconium

silicate

elritch wr oj eldritch
els pt EL

3 B^W-toT \el"sa1va.d6(a)r. W..-/A.«ft «»
f

W
gf* If-

Ft Salvador, republic of Central America] : of or from the

Republk of El Salvador : or the kind or style prevalent in

^^•iK^fflM ftt«. fr. OE- akin to OHO elles

otherwise ON W/igai otherwise, Goth aljlt other. L

2 h^i^i- other of iwoL Ck o/toi other. Arm off other. OE
W-m«iIau.]1 a : in a different manner (how ~

"STh. iSa «ntfirt"rcm : if nol : ormnwrn - olien pre-

ffi ir/Slnp oU«.W., . . . br ;l«»«'„»,«*|J"KJ
..v m« father ~ —Robert Browning) c 1 apart from mat

"with'th!! exception of that (a tower of refuge built tor the

~ forlorn —William Wordsworth) » . heine
»olso \"\ adl (ME ef/es. fr. ef/«. adv.] : OTiirR 0it bem«

m«t anyone -> - now usu. used with a preceding pronoun

fofloweY by the possessive ending 'a when the com5i nation of

ihe wonoun andV/« is In the possessive case dependen on an

S^ndenVon an immediately fo. owjng noun
ff

. be
dependent on an ImmcuiaTeiy io lowms ™

l(; ' i^wT don't
anybody —'*) O don't know who ~ J it could be) (1 don t

JlsShenci W... .'-\ "dv Velse + whence) l from another

SHot^pVe^^f^^
S"rff« else + Wp -hither -more it wiimitR

ffpffi-^^^ci ssetrain.
"Viffi G« PhysicianlafidI botanist + NL *fa] : a genus of

chiefly A&iE S5S5le herbs (family Ubiatae) with blue or

J^o^&S^\^in\ n tME else*, prob.


